Short - Haired Cat Society
Burmese Cat Club
Abyssinian Cat Association
La Perm Cat Cub
Mr George Godfrey
January 2018
My thank to Lynda and her committees, assistants and table workers. Its quite a task putting these shows
together. My thanks also for the hospitality. Jean as usual was good company steered me through a busy
enabling us to get to the railway station in time for the train home unfortunately due to a breakdown and
adverse weather conditions it became a six and a half hour journey, nearly Sunday when we got home. I had
the pleasure of judging Best over all foreign at the SHCS show and opted for Lincoln’s IMP GR CH
Linczozo Javier Fernandez, Chocolate Abyssinian. A lovely typy boy with a super temperament that is so in
important when being judged for BIS. Congratulations on him being BIS at SHCS and at The Abyssinian
Cat Association. There were several breeds across the board unsettled today.
Short - Haired Cat Society
Grand Class Cornish /Devon Rex/ La Perm /Sphynx Champion Male
GR/CH/ Spurr’s Ch Winter Mystery Frodo (SPH a 09) 19/02/17
Boisterous boy having fun today. Large ears tending to flare when out of pen but nicely set when he calms
down in the pen. He has good width across his cheekbones. Defined whisker pads. Slight nose break. Large
lemon shaped eyes, set well with good width between. Body substantial, firm and weighty carried high on
slim proportionate limbs, balancing long tail. Body has a nice downy feel, slightly heavier on nose. Playful
boy with a lot of carry - on in his head

No Reserve 2nd Webb’s Ch Elmo Alter Ego *Lt (CRX n 33 ) 26/ 02/15
Very shy boy. Over all good type. Ears set well on an evenly balanced head. Good width to cheeks and depth
to his wedge. Shapely eyes set well. Nice profile. Sorry to withhold but his coat could have been deeper and
he needed more coverage on body and tail
Grand Class Cornish /Devon Rex / La Perm / Sphynx Female
GR /CH/ Fay’s Ch Rexcyted Dinah - Mite ( DRX bs ) F 20/11/13
Large ears, wide at base set well apart and low on a flat skull. Wide across the cheekbones. Short broad
wedge and good whisker break. Slender neck. Fair break in profile. Typical expressive Devon eye line,
shapely of good size and set. Body medium length, strong chest good muscle tone and bone. Lovely Devon
stance. High limbs and a tapering thick at base tapering tail. Well covered all over in deep curled coat.
Lovely girl who handled well
Res GR /CH Linton - Sinclair’s Ch Glasha Egoza (DRX 03 24) F 21/11/15
Large wide at base ears set well. There is good width across the cheeks and a defined whisker break. Short
wedge. Good stop. Expressive eye line with typical Devon expression. Medium length to a dainty but
weighty body. High limbs and good length to tail. Short coat with rexing that could be just a little deeper.
Handled well

Russian Blue Adult Male
Considered for BOB
Oakley’s Gr Ch Kremlinkatz Kazak Kazar ( RUS a ) M 14/06/16
Short wedge to his head, defined whisker pads. Ears of good shape and size, holding them a little wide set
today. Eyes almond shaped, would like them just a little bigger. Nice angle with a slight concave curve to
nose. Body firm with good muscle. Proportionate limbs and good length to balanced tail. Coat is short and
soft just slightly harsh over spine. Showing silvery sheen . Very alert boy, he handled well.

Russian Blue Adult Female
BOB CC Stark’s Dushenka Viola Heartease ( RUS a) F 20/03/17
Very pleasing girl, she blossomed out of pen. Balanced head. Tall ears set well, high and vertical. She has
good width across her cheeks and a short wedge enhanced with well puffed out whisker pads. Nice angle
definition and correct profile. Fair chin. Eyes are almond shaped, set well apart and they have good depth of
colour. Body is elegant, slender with good substance, proportionate tail of good length. Her double coat is
short, nice texture and density, soft blue with a lovely silvery sheen. Just over nine months but coming
together nicely. Combination of type, eye colour, coat plus her “excellent” temperament pushed her to BOB
Considered for BOB
Oakley’s OS IMP Gr Ch Kremlinkatz Katya Kalikkova ( RUS a ) F 26/06/13
Apprehensive girl. Largish ears mobile today. Short wedge and defined whisker pads. Profile shows slight
concave curve. Eyes set well, almond shape, palish green. Lengthy elegant body with proportionate limbs
and tail. Short dense coat, medium blue with clear silvery tipping
Cooper’s Tabushkablue Kremlinkatz (RUS a ) F 27/04/15
Not a happy girl today and returned to pen where she was assessed as a result her ears were all over the
place. Short wedge to head and sucking in her whisker pads. Eyes of good set shape and size when she
calmed down. Firm body. I could not check her bite
Blue Burmese Kitten
1st no BOB Mc Call’s Faunese Cozy Mc Snuggle (BUR a ) F 16/06/17
This girl was not enjoying herself. Very timid and tense as a result she curled herself like a ball in the corner
of her pen. She has good width across the cheekbones and tapering to a very short muzzle that gave her head
a rounded look. In profile she had depth from skull to lower jaw. Quite a heavy roundness to the top of her
head continuing over the skull. Her ears are set well apart. She is a little heavy on the brow. Good nose
break, short straight nose the tip in line with a firm chin. Her medium ears are broad at the base, rounded at
the tips and have a slight forward tilt when she raised them, she was tending to flatten them due to her
attitude. Her chartreuse eyes were set well with good width between but her temperament contributed to a
very bold rounded eye line. Body appeared short but she did allow me to lengthen her out. She has good
weight and she is firm. Her tail is short and was very fluffed out as was her coat that was longish and raised
over spine. It had sandy and fawn overtones. I returned several times throughout the day to have another look
without disturbing her in the pen and she was still very unsettled
Burmese Cat Club
Brown Burmese Kitten Male
6 months and younger
1st BOB Giles Raweke Russian Roulette ( 27 n) M 15/09/17

Brown boy. Short wedge to head with width to the cheekbones and tapering to a blunt finish to his muzzle.
Top of head is slightly rounded between his set well apart ears. In profile the head she had good depth from
skull to lower jaw. The brow is slightly rounded. Distinct break followed by a short straight nose with the
tip in line with a firm chin. Large ears of good shape, broad at base, rounded at the tips, in profile they have
a slight forward tilt. Large expressive eye line, lustrous and set well apart, golden tone developing, the top
line slants towards the nose and the bottom line is more rounded. Body is of good length, firm and heavier
than it looks. Firm chest development and his body is carried on elegant, proportionate limbs and he has a
medium thick at the base tail tapering to a rounded tip completing a nicely balanced exhibit. Seal brown coat
is short, silky texture and lies well. A lively boy who chatted throughout judging. A pleasing exhibit
showing overall good type and a pleasing nature
Brown Burmese Kitten Female
6 months and younger
1st Jarvis’ Kymian Wolfie (( BUR n ) F. 17/09/17
Brown girl. Short wedge, wide at the cheekbones and tapering to a blunt finish at the muzzle. The top of her
head is gently rounded between the ears, There is good depth in profile from the top of the skull to the lower
jaw. Brow is slightly rounded. Good depth to nose break followed by a short straight nose with the tip in
line with a firm chin. Medium /Large ears, broad at base, rounded at the tips, in profile the have a slight
forward tilt. Her yellowish eyes are set well apart, large and expressive with the top line slanting to the nose,
the lower line is more rounded and they are set well apart. Medium body showing development compatible
with her age. Firm with good bone and weighty, heavier than she looks. Proportionate slender limbs and a
balancing medium thick at the base tail tapering to a rounded tip. Her coat is still kittenish short and fine,
warm medium brown with a lighter shade on left shoulder and left lower neck. Lovely laid back nature,
pleasure to handle.
2nd Crampton - Barden’s Sykris Isabella Dawn Mist (BUR n) F 14/08/17
Brown girl. She has a short wedge and there is good width across the cheekbones and tapering to a blunt
muzzle. The top of the head is gently rounded between well set apart ears. There is good depth in profile
from the top of the skull to lower jaw. Brow is slightly rounded. Good nose break followed by a short
straight nose with tip in line with a firm chin. Large ears, broad at base, rounded at the tips, in profile they
have a slight forward tilt. Chartreuse eyes with a typical expression, large and set well apart with the top
line slanting towards the nose, the bottom line being more rounded. Medium body well grown for five
months. Showing good muscle tone and bone and a rounded chest. Elegant limbs, balancing tail is medium
thick at the base and tapers to a rounded tip. Short close lying coat, warm even seal brown. Lovely
temperament.
3rd Wilson’s Adjulbu Riddle Enigma ( BUR n) F 11/10/17
Brown girl. Short wedge with good width across her cheekbones and tapering to a short blunt muzzle. The
top of head is gently rounded and there is good width between her ears. There is good depth in profile from
the top of the skull to lower jaw. Brow is slightly rounded. Distinct nose break followed by a short almost
straight nose, just showing a tiny bump in line with a firm chin. Medium / Large ears, broad at base, rounded
at the tips and having a slight forward tilt in profile. Glaring Burmese expression enhanced with her attitude.
Large , yellow lustrous eyes well set apart, the top line slants to nose, the lower line being more rounded.
Good body development for her age she is just three months and is of good weight, size and shape. Her
limbs are slender, her tail is medium thick at the base and tapers to a rounded tip, I would like it just a little
longer for over all balance. Still very much a kitten coat, slightly open, nice even warm brown. Quite a
feisty little girl with a mind of her own
1st no BOB Faunese Cozy Mc Snuggle( BUR a ) F 16/066/17
This girl was not enjoying herself. Very timid and tense as a result she curled herself like a ball in the
corner of her pen. She has good width across the cheeks and tapering to a very short muzzle that gave her
head a rounded look. In profile she had depth from the top of skull to lower jaw. Quite a heavy roundness to
the top of her head continuing over the skull. Her ears are set well apart. She is a little heavy on the brow.
Good nose break, short straight nose the tip in line with a firm chin. Her medium ears are broad at the base,

rounded at tips and have a slight forward tilt when she raised them, she was tending to flatten them due to
her attitude. Chartreuse eyes were well set but her temperament contributed to a very bold rounded eye line.
Body appeared short but she did allow me to lengthen her out. She has good weight and she is firm. Tail is
short and was very fluffed out as was her coat that was longish and raised over spine. It had sandy and fawn
overtones. I returned several times throughout the day to have another look without disturbing her in the pen
and she was still very unsettled
La Perm Cat Club
Imperial Class GR CH La Perm Females
IMP Nichol’s Gr Ch Glastocats Silky Sprite ( LPL j 02 32 ) F 14/05/15
Proportionate contoured wedged head. Ears are nicely shaped and of good size and set well. Broad nose
with a gentle break in profile. Eyes nice shape and size when fully opened. Firm chin . Medium sized body,
firm, weighty and in balance with her limbs and tapering plumed tail. Coat is of good texture good length,
springy textured and loosely curled but a “ little “ shorter round neck. Charming nature and attractive coat
pattern. Well presented
AC Senior Neuter
1st Lovell’s GR/CH Cloudborn Spring-Tra-La ( LPL n 25 ) FN 30/05/13
Medium length to head. Well set ears with good width between. Correct profile and firm chin. Expressive
eyes, shapely and set well. Firm body, balancing limbs and tail. Coat has nice length, Rexed and a springy
texture. Lovely temperament so easy to handle.
AC Adult Not Bred By Exhibitor
1st Lovell’s Eldoria’s BC Keasha Kisa ( LPL b 09/23) F 23/03/17
Pretty girl, not happy today. Large cupped ears, very well set. Modified wedge with nice length and width to
her head. Shapely rounded almond eyes, whisker break, firm chin. Slight break in profile. Medium length
body with good substance. Curly, lengthy coat, springy texture that stands away from the body
AC Kitten 6 Months And Younger
1st Holland’s Floridasun Stoneybrook ( LPL j c 22) M 29/07/17
Gently rounded contours to balanced head. Large ears set well. Slight break in profile and a good chin.
Good eye line. Body has nice development and size for age. Coat is still coming through
AC Kitten MoreThan 6 Months And Older
1st Holland’s Quincunx Girl From Ipanema ( LPS e 03 ) F 11/06/17
Good all over head and body development. Ears set well. Slight break in profile and good chin. Eyes are set
well with good width between. Body is firm and weighty. Still showing kitten coat.
There were quite a bit of unrest behaviour wise in the the La Perm section today most unusual.

Abyssinian Cat Association Classes

Usual or Sorrel Abyssinian Adult Club Classes
1st Lockwood’s Ch Syrinx Prima Donna (ABY a) F 04/12/15
Balanced contoured head, ears set well and a good size. Indented muzzle and slight break in profile,
expressive oriental set eye line. Firm body , elegant and firm. Coat nice texture, lies well, nice tone to
apricot base and distinct black ticking, pleasing girl, preferred the comfort of her pen
AOC Abyssinian Kitten
1st Greatorex’s Adjulfo Tara Star (ABY b) F 11/06/17
Large ears set well with good width between. Moderate wedge and muzzle indentation. Slight break in
profile. Tending to hold eyes a little tight but when she opens them fully they are rounded almond shaped
with an oriental setting. Slender body, weighty and of good length, tail could be a tad longer. Coat has fair
density, rich copper with defined chocolate ticking. Some cream on lips and chin. Solid spine line and
chocolate tip to tail. Frisky little girl.
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My thank to Lynda and her committees, assistants and table workers. Its quite a task putting these shows
together. My thanks also for the hospitality. Jean as usual was good company steered me through a busy
enabling us to get to the railway station in time for the train home unfortunately due to a breakdown and
adverse weather conditions it became a six and a half hour journey, nearly Sunday when we got home. I had
the pleasure of judging Best over all foreign at the SHCS show and opted fo Lincoln’s IMP GR CH Linczozo
Javier Fernandez, Chocolate Abyssinian. A lovely typy boy with a super temperament that is so in important
when being judged for BIS. Congratulations on him being BIS at SHCS and at The Abyssinian Cat
Association. There were several of the breeds had unsettled cats today.
Short - Haired Cat Society
Grand Class Cornish /Devon Rex/ La Perm /Sphynx Champion Male
GR/CH/ Spurr’s Ch Winter Mystery Frodo (SPH a 09) 19/02/17
Boisterous boy having fun today. Large ears tending to flare when out of pen but nicely set when he calms
down in the pen. He has good width across his cheekbones. Defined whisker pads. Slight nose break. Large
lemon shaped eyes, set well with good width between. Body substantial, firm and weighty carried high on
slim proportionate limbs, balancing long tail. Body has a nice downy feel, slightly heavier on nose. Playful
boy with a lot of carry - on in his head

No Reserve 2nd Webb’s Ch Elmo Alter Ego *Lt (CRX n 33 ) M 26/ 02/15
Very shy boy. Overall good type. Ears set well on an evenly balanced head with good width to cheeks and
depth of wedge. Shapely eyes set well. Nice profile. Sorry to withhold but his coat could have been deeper
and was not lying well today, his body and tail were not covered enough

Grand Class Cornish /Devon Rex / La Perm / Sphynx Female
GR /CH/ Fay’s Ch Rexcyted Dinah - Mite ( DRX bs ) F 20/11/13
Large ears, wide at base set well apart and low on a flat skull. Wide across the cheekbones. Short broad
wedge and good whisker break. Slender neck. Fair break in profile. Typical expressive Devon eye line,
shapely of good size and set. Body medium length, strong chest good muscle tone and bone. Lovely Devon
stance. High limbs and a tapering thick at base tapering tail. Well covered all over in deep curled coat.
Lovely girl who handled well
Res GR /CH Linton - Sinclair’s Ch Glasha Egoza (DRX 03 24) F 21/11/15
Large wide at base ears set well. There is good width across the cheeks and a defined whisker break. Short
wedge. Good stop. Expressive eye line with typical Devon expression. Medium length to a dainty but
weighty body. High limbs and good length to tail. Short coat with rexing that could be just a little deeper.
Handled well

Russian Blue Adult Male
Considered for BOB
Oakley’s Gr Ch Kremlinkatz Kazak Kazar ( RUS a ) M 14/06/16
Short wedge to his head, defined whisker pads. Ears of good shape and size, holding them a little wide set
today. Eyes almond shaped, would like them just a little bigger. Nice angle with a slight concave curve to
nose. Body firm with good muscle. Proportionate limbs and good length to balanced tail. Coat is short and
soft just slightly harsh over spine. Showing silvery sheen . Very alert boy, he handled well.

Russian Blue Adult Female
BOB CC Stark’s Dushenka Viola Heartease ( RUS a) F 20/03/17
Very pleasing girl, she blossomed out of pen. Balanced head. Tall ears set well, high and vertical. She has
good width across her cheeks and a short wedge enhanced with well puffed out whisker pads. Nice angle
definition and correct profile. Fair chin. Eyes are almond shaped, set well apart and they have good depth of
colour. Body is elegant, slender with good substance, proportionate tail of good length. Her double coat is
short, nice texture and density, soft blue with a lovely silvery sheen. Just over nine months but coming
together nicely. Combination of type, eye colour, coat plus her “excellent” temperament pushed her to BOB
Considered for BOB
Oakley’s OS IMP Gr Ch Kremlinkatz Katya Kalikkova ( RUS a ) F 26/06/13
Apprehensive girl. Largish ears mobile today. Short wedge and defined whisker pads. Profile shows slight
concave curve. Eyes set well, almond shape, palish green. Lengthy elegant body with proportionate limbs
and tail. Short dense coat, medium blue with clear silvery tipping
Cooper’s Tabushkablue Kremlinkatz (RUS a ) F 27/04/15
Not a happy girl today and returned to pen where she was assessed as a result her ears were all over the
place. Short wedge to head and sucking in her whisker pads. Eyes of good set shape and size when she
calmed down. Firm body. I could not check her bite
Blue Burmese KittenOver 6 Months
1st no BOB Mc Call’s Faunese Cozy Mc Snuggle (BUR a ) F 16/06/17
This girl was not enjoying herself. Very timid and tense as a result she curled herself like a ball in the corner
of her pen. She has good width across the cheekbones and tapering to a very short muzzle that gave her head
a rounded look. In profile she had depth from skull to lower jaw. Quite a heavy roundness to the top of her
head continuing over the skull. Her ears are set well apart. She is a little heavy on the brow. Good nose
break, short straight nose the tip in line with a firm chin. Her medium ears are broad at the base, rounded at
the tips and have a slight forward tilt when she raised them, she was tending to flatten them due to her
attitude. Her chartreuse eyes were set well with good width between but her temperament contributed to a
very bold rounded eye line. Body appeared short but she did allow me to lengthen her out. She has good
weight and she is firm. Her tail is short and was very fluffed out as was her coat that was longish and raised
over spine. It had sandy and fawn overtones. I returned several times throughout the day to have another look
without disturbing her in the pen and she was still very unsettled
Burmese Cat Club
Brown Burmese Kitten Male
6 months and younger

1st BOB Giles Raweke Russian Roulette ( 27 n) M 15/09/17
Brown boy. Short wedge to head with width to the cheekbones and tapering to a blunt finish to his muzzle.
Top of head is slightly rounded between his set well apart ears. In profile the head she had good depth from
skull to lower jaw. The brow is slightly rounded. Distinct break followed by a short straight nose with the
tip in line with a firm chin. Large ears of good shape, broad at base, rounded at the tips, in profile they have
a slight forward tilt. Large expressive eye line, lustrous and set well apart, golden tone developing, the top
line slants towards the nose and the bottom line is more rounded. Body is of good length, firm and heavier
than it looks. Firm chest development and his body is carried on elegant, proportionate limbs and he has a
medium thick at the base tail tapering to a rounded tip completing a nicely balanced exhibit. Seal brown coat
is short, silky texture and lies well. A lively boy who chatted throughout judging. A pleasing exhibit
showing overall good type and a pleasing nature
Brown Burmese Kitten Female
6 months and younger
1st Jarvis’ Kymian Wolfie (( BUR n ) F. 17/09/17
Brown girl. Short wedge, wide at the cheekbones and tapering to a blunt finish at the muzzle. The top of her
head is gently rounded between the ears, There is good depth in profile from the top of the skull to the lower
jaw. Brow is slightly rounded. Good depth to nose break followed by a short straight nose with the tip in
line with a firm chin. Medium /Large ears, broad at base, rounded at the tips, in profile the have a slight
forward tilt. Her yellowish eyes are set well apart, large and expressive with the top line slanting to the nose,
the lower line is more rounded and they are set well apart. Medium body showing development compatible
with her age. Firm with good bone and weighty, heavier than she looks. Proportionate slender limbs and a
balancing medium thick at the base tail tapering to a rounded tip. Her coat is still kittenish short and fine,
warm medium brown with a lighter shade on left shoulder and left lower neck. Lovely laid back nature,
pleasure to handle.
2nd Crampton - Barden’s Sykris Isabella Dawn Mist (BUR n) F 14/08/17
Brown girl. She has a short wedge and there is good width across the cheekbones and tapering to a blunt
muzzle. The top of the head is gently rounded between well set apart ears. There is good depth in profile
from the top of the skull to lower jaw. Brow is slightly rounded. Good nose break followed by a short
straight nose with tip in line with a firm chin. Large ears, broad at base, rounded at the tips, in profile they
have a slight forward tilt. Chartreuse eyes with a typical expression, large and set well apart with the top
line slanting towards the nose, the bottom line being more rounded. Medium body well grown for five
months. Showing good muscle tone and bone and a rounded chest. Elegant limbs, balancing tail is medium
thick at the base and tapers to a rounded tip. Short close lying coat, warm even seal brown. Lovely
temperament.
3rd Wilson’s Adjulbu Riddle Enigma ( BUR n) F 11/10/17
Brown girl. Short wedge with good width across her cheekbones and tapering to a short blunt muzzle. The
top of head is gently rounded and there is good width between her ears. There is good depth in profile from
the top of the skull to lower jaw. Brow is slightly rounded. Distinct nose break followed by a short almost
straight nose, just showing a tiny bump in line with a firm chin. Medium / Large ears, broad at base, rounded
at the tips and having a slight forward tilt in profile. Glaring Burmese expression enhanced with her attitude.
Large , yellow lustrous eyes well set apart, the top line slants to nose, the lower line being more rounded.
Good body development for her age she is just three months and is of good weight, size and shape. Her
limbs are slender, her tail is medium thick at the base and tapers to a rounded tip, I would like it just a little
longer for over all balance. Still very much a kitten coat, slightly open, even warm brown. Quite a feisty
little girl with a mind of her own
Blue Burmese Kitten Over 6 Months
1st no BOB Faunese Cozy Mc Snuggle( BUR a ) F 16/066/17

This girl was not enjoying herself. Very timid and tense as a result she curled herself like a ball in the
corner of her pen. She has good width across the cheeks and tapering to a very short muzzle that gave her
head a rounded look. In profile she had depth from the top of skull to lower jaw. Quite a heavy roundness to
the top of her head continuing over the skull. Her ears are set well apart. She is a little heavy on the brow.
Good nose break, short straight nose the tip in line with a firm chin. Her medium ears are broad at the base,
rounded at tips and have a slight forward tilt when she raised them, she was tending to flatten them due to
her attitude. Chartreuse eyes were well set but her temperament contributed to a very bold rounded eye line.
Body appeared short but she did allow me to lengthen her out. She has good weight and she is firm. Tail is
short and was very fluffed out as was her coat that was longish and raised over spine. It had sandy and fawn
overtones. I returned several times throughout the day to have another look without disturbing her in the pen
and she was still very unsettled

La Perm Cat Club
Imperial Class GR CH La Perm Females
IMP Nichol’s Gr Ch Glastocats Silky Sprite ( LPL j 02 32 ) F 14/05/15
Proportionate contoured wedged head. Ears are nicely shaped and of good size and set well. Broad nose
with a gentle break in profile. Eyes nice shape and size when fully opened. Firm chin . Medium sized body,
firm, weighty and in balance with her limbs and tapering plumed tail. Coat is of good texture good length,
springy textured and loosely curled but a “ little “ shorter round neck. Charming nature and attractive coat
pattern. Well presented
AC Senior Neuter
1st Lovell’s GR/CH Cloudborn Spring-Tra-La ( LPL n 25 ) FN 30/05/13
Medium length to head. Well set ears with good width between. Correct profile and firm chin. Expressive
eyes, shapely and set well. Firm body, balancing limbs and tail. Coat has nice length, Rexed and a springy
texture. Lovely temperament so easy to handle.
AC Adult Not Bred By Exhibitor
1st Lovell’s Eldoria’s BC Keasha Kisa ( LPL b 09/23) F 23/03/17
Pretty girl, not happy today. Large cupped ears, very well set. Modified wedge with nice length and width to
her head. Shapely rounded almond eyes, whisker break, firm chin. Slight break in profile. Medium length
body with good substance. Curly, lengthy coat, springy texture that stands away from the body
AC Kitten 6 Months And Younger
1st Holland’s Floridasun Stoneybrook ( LPL j c 22) M 29/07/17
Gently rounded contours to balanced head. Large ears set well. Slight break in profile and a good chin.
Good eye line. Body has nice development and size for age. Coat is still coming through
AC Kitten MoreThan 6 Months And Older
1st Holland’s Quincunx Girl From Ipanema ( LPS e 03 ) F 11/06/17
Good all over head and body development. Ears set well. Slight break in profile and good chin. Eyes are set
well with good width between. Body is firm and weighty. Still showing kitten coat.
There were quite a bit of unrest behaviour wise in the the La Perm section today most unusual.

Abyssinian Cat Association Classes

Usual or Sorrel Abyssinian Adult Club Classes
1st Lockwood’s Ch Syrinx Prima Donna (ABY a) F 04/12/15
Balanced contoured head, ears set well and a good size. Indented muzzle and slight break in profile,
expressive oriental set eye line. Firm body , elegant and firm. Coat nice texture, lies well, nice tone to
apricot base and distinct black ticking, pleasing girl, preferred the comfort of her pen
AOC Abyssinian Kitten
1st Greatorex’s Adjulfo Tara Star (ABY b) F 11/06/17
Large ears set well with good width between. Moderate wedge and muzzle indentation. Slight break in
profile. Tending to hold eyes a little tight but when she opens them fully they are rounded almond shaped
with an oriental setting. Slender body, weighty and of good length, tail could be a tad longer. Coat has fair
density, rich copper with defined chocolate ticking. Some cream on lips and chin. Solid spine line and
chocolate tip to tail. Frisky little girl.

